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Sound of Rain is a cre"tJve thesis concerning the relations!dp 
of a youn^- man,  Jake VJood,  and a young woman, ?at Iledir.j.     It has    een 
written from the partial onniscient point of view,   centering or. Jake 
'..'rod.     The ".Hjor theme of the story could be said to be the fail re of 
the two c ntral characters to understand each other or themselves well 
enough to allow then to become intimate with each other. 
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SOUND OF RAI:: 
What  Started them talking is of no importance,   and what they said 
was  forgotten very soon after they had separated.    It was before they 
net,  before   having spoken to one another,   that they had in a sense, 
said  to  each  other  all  that was possible.     It took place while she was 
oacing back  and forth across the sand at the edge of the lake,  occasion- 
all;' putting  a  whistle which she carried around "er neck by a rawhide 
String to  her month,   without ever carrying out her threat,  to stop some 
bit of water play  that was becoming dangerous.    Cnce when a young woman, 
Who acted more like a child than the children she was playing with, a 
boy and a  girl,   both not -ore than si* .ears old,   Started pushing water 
into the little boy's face and laughing when he Bcreamed "Monmie quit, 
Hommie  quit,"     she motioned toward the woman and sternly told her not to 
play  so  rough.     Jake  Wood was sitting part of this  time on the grass, 
behind and   somewhat   to  the  side of her and the rest of the time he was 
swimming out  toward the center of the lake.    The strange thing,  which at 
first he  took not as  strange but as natural,  was that he felt a strong 
attraction  toward her  and he was sure that she felt the same attraction 
toward him.     Always  he was conscious of her movements,  and she of his, 
except that  she would not acknowledge her interest in him.    Afl he 
watched her,   several  tines ho started to get u? fron his towel and walk 
to  the  edge of  the  sand and begin a conversation,  perhaps even ask her 
out  for  that night,   but each tine he stopped himself, partly waiting for 
same  sign  fron her,   and,  more inportantly,  it seemed to him that he  could 
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not just begin talking to her in that way without losing so ething, 
which was now vague.    Wnile he watched her he began to think of her as 
if she were familiar to him,  not so much as if lie knew her,  but that 
there was something about her behavior, her movements and curiously in 
her physical appearance that he knew well,  and yet he was sure he had 
never seen her,  or at least never noticed her before,   and when he tried 
to connect her to someone else,  there was no one she reminded him of, 
except vaguely the girl he was ongsged to a year before,  and this was 
normal since every girl that attracted him somehow he connected to her. 
And he knew,  without even the usual doubt,  that she was attracted to him 
in the Same way,  and he took a great deal of pleasure from the knowledge 
which he later explained to himself as a fantasy,  and this was no doubt 
part of the reason he delayed trying to speak to her.    By this ti:;.e he 
was watching her,  without trying to avoid the admission of his interest. 
He wanted  her to know and acknowledge that she knew he was watching, but 
she refused,    lie was besoming more and more involved with this girl and 
still he cou?.d not bring himself to speak  be her.    lie finally got to the 
point that he was actually angry with her for being so  stubbornly aloof 
from his  interest,  and he wanted only to leave, but not without making 
her conscious that he was leaving without speaking to her,  without mak- 
ing her acquaintance,  which he could do if he wished.     He got up from 
the ,rass and walked,  clumsily it seemed,  to  the pier and dove into the 
cool greenish water and swam easily but vdth a little too much effort 
toward the middle of the lake.    When he stopped swimmiag he was looking 
toward the opposite bank,  across the floating rope which separated the 
swimming part of the lake from the part reserved for canoeing.    He was 
looking in the direction of a nan on the opposite bank,  who sat at the 
edge of   -he water fishing,  and Ue was even more conscious than he had 
been when sitting on the grass behind her that she was aware of hi», 
but he did not want to look toward her co he swam to the floating pier 
in the center of the lake,    he sat for a while on the pier just to the 
side of the diving board.    The board was at the level of his eyes and 
blocked his view of her where she stood on the beach,    he was looking 
into the water .haded by the pier.    A few small fish would occasionally 
swim close to the surface or release bubbles of air that drifted to  the 
surface beneath his feet.     It seemed he had only  sat for a short ti:,:e, 
almost losing her image in the water, when she blew the whistle which 
was signal at the end of the day for all swimmers to  cone ashore.    When 
he stood and looked toward her she noticed for him to come in and some- 
thing in the way she did it again made him angry at her,  as if she were 
usurping some right from him.    He dove into the water,  staying under as 
long as possible,  swimming through cool then cold  spots as he went 
deeper into the lake before coming to the surface a«ain.    When he same 
up and cleared his eyes of water he was beyond the rope out into  the 
other part of the lake.    He heard her whistle and without looking to- 
ward where he knew she stood, he began swimming to the pier on shore. 
He did not have to change strokes;  he sw,m without changing his p.ce 
Straight to the ladder and climbed out of the water. 
Simultaneous with his climbing up the ladder he premised himself 
not to  speak to her, but he ultimately did make some small remark as 
they passed when walking up the grass covered bank to  the parking lot. 
She answered and smiled, but without giving up her position which he 
■ 
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had decided was,  for the moment,  superior to his,  if one could believe 
the relationship which exit-ted between them.    He wanted more then ever 
to break the indifferent surface which stop ed him from saying what had 
already been expressed,  as far as he was concerned, but again sheerly by 
the feeling which    assed between them as they walked up the bank, he 
knew if he tried to breek through at this point,   she would have won some 
kind of victory,  which,  in itself would have been fin©,  except that he 
also knew such a victory for her would end whatever was between them, 
and for the moment he did not want tc give up BO  easily the strange 
sense of being chosen,  not just by her,  which he  connected to what had 
hap .ened between them. 
He waited for some eign from her on Friday and a„ain on Sunday af- 
ternoon.    Each time when he had left the lake,  ..is actions seemed ridi- 
culous and ho decided she elmply did not cr.re to know hi,,  but he could 
not forget the , leasure he had taken from his fantasy and also the anger 
he felt toward her.    Be  thought she was acting like a cnild;   if she knew 
of his feelings as he knew of hers,  why did she not Just relax and then 
the tension w ich held hir. away from her would dissipate.    But there was 
a further confusion;  he did not want to destroy that tension,  rather he 
wished  Lo get inside  it,  he wanted it tc act in his  fsver instead of 
against him.    The circumstances had  Lo be just right if this was to 
happen,  and the chances for ev*ryt ina to Le right were so slim that he 
had all but given up. 
A few days later after he had finished his swim and was taking a 
walk around the lake,  getting as far away from th. actual reality of 
her as possible while still maintaining what he knew ,ust be only a 
fant sj   about        ,   I -i«   d for  bnc    'irst that she -   be 
bohj   i him openly.    Che was sitting on the    ar    ide 
• •;.    -,    i       ing very freely since no one swimming, but constant- 
ly  looking in his direction,  and it aeemed, directly into hi.     .   I 
across   bh«  water.    The fantasy again a re rea]   bhan ever.     - 
girl to whom she was talking had brought a smell oolli    with     .-• 
.   ich she h d tied to B  tree at the edge of the grass and    hich 
hed •     :: b r ing and pulling at his rope    ver    -ace.    For a M 
a    •  tc  b<   talking about the eollie since they frequently   turned  to 
re he was tied,  when she    so i       t    wlk tl s   ' g around the la] a. 
DurJ   g  bfaic   ti e Jate had stayed at   i far cor.,;-, s tting nk. 
...    etched her and   the    og coming   lown thee        of  th    lakej    nee   the 
g slipped intc   the water i i spite of her efforts to prevent it,  and 
., ..  , ,,_r.,c:.^    h.reJake   ,s    itting he felt the tension,    nic 
feievmustbem hen tail    Imagination, increase as sh    came closer 
until   She     Od   ..--    '   E v:,r     i      in.:     1.,   -  •    --.^    -,     -     ** 
looked directly at her, ejecting be     >et       -eyes.    Instead  she was 
strugg] ■  g with the collie to keep it from again pulling h r toward the 
water,    the dog     deb d       -." •"* 1   » against Jato's legs, 
.   Uing itself    ndl        ■    «d *•*    «-  .   Lied, holding th    roP«     rap- 
■ poun    her '   nd. 
i. . pry,«    : Le sa: I. 
"It's all rl., t, he saJ •  ■   ■ knelt to   ■■■:, 
■. '   <et the dog tt 
9] . till.    He h Id      <     i .. wi 
th one h< nd on i be ehe t i nd pushei    11 
into  e sitt.l  g pc -■> U  n. 
"He's  a   .:'. '   tu 'e co 113e,  isn't he?"    he  asked. 
"Yes." 
"They're usually pretty excitable." 
"He's about to pull my arm loose." 
"Let him ,.o,  or would your friend object?" 
"K©,  it's not that,"    she said.    "He belongs to me,  it's just that 
if he gets any wetter I'll have to keep hin in the   Lrunk when I go back." 
he dog was sitting still,  breathing heavily through his mouth. 
"You seem to have calmed hin.    here, you take the rope." 
her gesture surprised Jake for a moment and ho found himself look- 
ing directly into her eyes before he recovered, quickly enough he 
thought,   -nd took the rope from her hand. 
They stayed for a tine on the far side,   letting the dog investigate 
the undergrowth to the  side of the grass.    They were silent,  and again 
Jake could feel that he was involved in some sort of contest,  that so 
far he had not lost,  but also that she uss in a superior position,    her 
silence,   strange he thought of her silent end not hiinself being tfa i 
silent one as he ordinarily did,  Seemed .roof of her position and now he 
realized  she was  continuing their relationship on the same level as 
before,  if more openly.    She was still far from dropping the shield of 
indifference which so much irritated him.    sad he was finding it tre- 
mendously difficult to plan any kind of strategy while he was so close 
to her.    What preeceupied hi:., was the same feeling of familiarity he 
had felt so strongly the first tine he saw her.    he almost had to hold 
himself back to keep from expressing his feeling,  not so much by telling 
her of it,  but by a relaxation of his actions.    He wanted her physically 
more than he had any girl except   ,erhaPs the girl he had known the yoar 
before.    It was a strange mixture of emotions she caused him.    Remember- 
ing the girl he had been in lcve with, not in a sense remembering her, 
but rather connecting this girl to her,  he felt for 2 moment,  while 
they  were silent,  tenderness toward this girl,  but  then looking at her 
more directly he saw her apparent indifference and he felt himself get 
angry again.    He tried to  stop these feelings short by making the state- 
ment, to himself, "This is ridiculous, the whole thing is," but unsuc- 
cessfully.    The closest thing to a mature reaction he could manage which 
was a compromise, was to feel sorry for her since she was apparently not 
capable of returning his feelings or rather expressing such emotions, 
since,  he reasoned,   she could not first admit them to herself,  as he was 
doing. 
She was a few feet away,  kneeling to break off so:.;e blue wild 
flowers along the border of the 1ndergrowth. 
"Are you a student?"    she asked, kneeling again, not looking at him. 
The dog had buried himself in the vines,  pulling the rope which 
Jake was holding. 
"Graduate student,"    he said. 
-I've notice,  you earning here a lot recently,"    she said. 
"Oh, did you mean am I a student this emrnnsr?" 
She looked at him. 
-No,  I'm working for  one University this summer,"    he said. 
he pulled the dog back toward the grass and they st-rted walking 
along the side of the lake,  she beside him.    She had thrown the flowers 
into the water. 
"Are you in school at the University?" he asked. 
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"I'll finish this summer,  I'm writing my thesis now." 
"And working here?" 
"This is time off,"    she said,  smiling at him then running ahead tc 
the pier used for launching the csnoes. 
I was close, he thought,  she must feel awkward smiling like that, 
and yet it seems naturrl enough fcr her.    She's acti.ig like a kid again. 
He  led the dog onto the pier after her.    She had sat down with her 
feet dangling in the water. 
"'.Thy don't we take a canoe out?"    he asked. 
"Sorry,"    she smiled.    "Can't with the dog here,  and I'm still on 
duty." 
lie was standing to her left with the dog looking beck toward the 
woods,     he felt as if he should do something besides standing above her 
like  that, and he couldn't very well leave,  it would seen: stupid,  and 
sitting beside her seemed to be giving in.    This is really funny,  he 
kept saying to  himself,  keeping his pride. 
"What are you writing your thesis on?"    he asked. 
"Oh,  nothing important,"    she Bald.     "The effect of a certain kind 
of exercise on controlling weight. 
She wcB looking down at her feet,  pushing back and forth,  making low 
splashing sounds under the pier.    Then ,s if she had just remembered,  she 
turned. 
"I'm sorry, you want me to take   one dog?" 
She was looking at Jake.    The feeling of familiarity came ag~in. 
I'm getting closer, Jake was thinking. 
-HO.    He's fine."    The dog had lain down,  breathing now with his 
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mouth closed.    The shade from the trees far to their right, where Jake 
hfd been sitting was reaching out to almost cover the lake.    The air 
was cool and it smelled like the water.    Jake sat down beside her, 
crossing his legs under him rather t an putting then in the water li':e 
her.    She had stopped splashing water.    A group of people were coding 
down the bank on the other side,  v/here she had been.    They did not have 
bathing suits,   and two middle aged women were carrying bf-skets.    There 
was a wooden picnic table where they started spreading cloths and food. 
Then she started moving her feet again.    The silence was easier now. 
Jake had almost relaxed and he was watching the people rrving around the 
table across  the lake.    His arms were resti..g on his knees, but his hands 
felt awkward,  as if they were hanging in the air.    He placed them flat 
on the wooden bonrds of the pier.    The boards were warm from the sun. 
The shade from the trees was coming lengthwise across the water toward 
them,  the sun getting brighter as it moved closer to its setting.    Jake 
w.-'s watching her, keeping his hands flat against the :-ier. 
"1 don't know your name,"    he said suddenly. 
"It's Pat,"    she said,  splashing water again.     "Fat ?.eding."    She 
looked at him,  then back toward the people across from their,. 
he started to tell her his name,  then stopped himself,    he felt that 
he was vanning the contest,   nnd by see sort of intuition he was begin- 
ning to know the right things to do,  or not to do.    Refusing to offer 
his name was a minor victory,  that is if she really wanted to know,   , nd 
he felt sure she did. 
A woman,  young and dressed in shorts and a blouse was coning down 
the bank toward the beach.    Pat saw her and waved.    She r.otioned toward 
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Pat then went to the bench where the girl who had brought Pst's dog was 
sitting. 
"Now I can go home,"    Pat said,  getting up,  standing for a moment 
above M™,  her feet turning the wood dark brown as the water soaked in- 
to the planks. 
"I'll stay here for a while,"    he said, handing her the rope as he 
got to  his feet.    The dog jumped up with her and started pulling toward 
the shore. 
"Good-bye,"    she said,  walking to the end of the pier.    She looked 
back and Jake smiled and waved.    He had decided to stay for  -he same 
reason he had not offered his name,  and now he could not stop feeling 
that he was losing again,  but he was sure he would have given her more 
by leaving,  which would have seemed as if he were following her.    What 
a stupid game,  he thought,  and aJjnost started after her as she walked 
around the near side of the lake;  no girl is worth playing this kind of 
nonsense for,  bat instead he walked in the opposite direction, moving 
slowly,  not looking again toward Pat. 
Two days later,  on Sunday afternoon,   when he returned,  she was not 
on duty,     he swam for a while and tried to convince himself that he had 
not just come to see Pat.    The water was warm and after a short time he 
climbed onto the floating dock in the center of the lake.    The diving 
bo,rd was being used by two boys about the age of ten who were running 
and jumping off.    Jake sat on the opposite side,  looking toward where 
they had walked two days before.    libre people were present today than 
usual,  but most of them,  fa,ilies with young children,  were  staying in 
the shallow water close to the beach,    he was watching several canoes 
-—KM   •- 
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•:. Log paddled ar und by th« Lr fat           'ii    ' '. i he 
c.-uld find no pleasure   '        watc Ing  t      cnoe        '. , . ii! through the 
ter or    rev .:■   i    U i  ..• ••      stnees of the 1)    .•,      lch  bod j   f It mere 
l±]     tepid bi bh water,  he admitted  that the onlj   r«   Bon ...   u ■       re    as 
to see Pat.    He hrd 1     a looking f rwar : b ■ -     » < •"--• i '■ Itted   b - t 
■ • .. ;  had I   en present,  which he would  b  i    .   'eferred,  she would have 
i diff  .-.   t to him.    He was beoomine  3 '   -  Ire in b  Ink- 
ing,  but in another way,    iince P< t was not here, h    C It i uoh   i 
It .:,.   s    if her al    mce was a con   , at      Lo     ie could depend 
upon, as if the lake itself represented her    nfficJ N tly, 
_ • sence would have interfered with hli   reas  ning. 
Before, when Pat was there,        f und   d    ■ "' ' ■'-   bak n   4th immed- 
iate er      .   that he was left harcLly     DJ   time   to think in an objective 
.   ;      ,       ,       e  ., ■  away fro:, the lake and Pat he could not consider 
, , Lati(   ,   Lp to be .. re  bhan a eurloslty.    Eod 
kind of fantasy about her.    It h*d its or/   I      it!    *•  attrPotion 
Lo dfeltbetwe. «     inee the first day, but it becam      ach 
•e complex now sinoe fa.   had decided to consider her seri     , .    He 
thought of   ierai     oother form of U  Mlf     - ■" "» 
f]     U  g    ockits    med   bhat hi     •• -   bhe o^   person at  bhe lal      ho 
,,  ,lc:-;e, H>t    ■    -i-ln't    indthrtl,     a»*1   -  biced    .   anyc   .around 
him.    Pat had held    srself at a    Lstanc.   fro,    bhis same mess of people, 
.,ti       ,,;on,i.,«     i.h,buLr-l::-r     „•       • -       -     -        - " 
U       h   aay of them and they   lid not seem to ft*   her.    On   *e first day 
,   , *    ,,0 laV« he had I itt • cted to her becaus<       ere was Jake hi     co   3  bo  bhe lalce tw  ra 
. .  . p    iilar.    It h'd seemed as   Lf    hey ,.v ,    •    jut b r      ich    eem     -  raliiar. 
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were 1 . '   g pulled v ward each other.    But there was E mething abcut her, 
or "bout himself| which ke] t :-. e i   'rom ecLu lly co...   .... tog* bh    , kept 
froi  admitting what liad passec between them.    And curiouslj   it was 
this unknown part of their relations] i     hi ■■   Z   ici tated st.    He 
knew   that if they    ere tc get from each c i t    oth .. i    now   i Ince 
the first clayi   then    e would have tc over© ■ ■ t    as new at best 
v  tie.    In any case, there was BOI    bhii     he    ou     learn f ■        er about 
elf. 
it  in e   ;■    Be,  .   id all of thj     tc  each i ther at the begin- 
,   d  meeting sine*  and now Jake f< It relieved to have rea- 
soned it out.    He had a   lefinite basis for actd     , ' tui- 
tion which had serve     i-   before.    Ke wa    glad Pat was not at  the lake. 
ull   , ..-     ::       ;,       ,•        .    .  tc i u   t:.<   c   .-. ..    HM.„ aroi    '   - ch    ther 
c      .       ake.    1 w          -e few      f «M       tying   .<    V      ■ ac      i   ugh to 
and pi       one another,   with two boys in one b ring      « -■-   con- 
fusing ,v    ...       ■ sun was hot a.   I      *me off the    urface of the 
water and it was gettJ >g rougher os nor    people were a  Li    I ig.    For  the 
. :   j b Bn coming,   the place waj   ,       ed.    1 ore was 
rl]    :,he  noise   ■■:.■   cL-oe   of  ft   5u: v,    '  "t M -on on any public     aach.     -e 
.   .    ;      Pat was not there.    .:    - o     -  to return        shore, he ,   re 
..    ot      , pi9r since several kids were  trying  t    touch bottom 
,    ier      e board.    Jake moved sic   V   thr ugh the warmth of the   «t r, 
•   . .., v.-i ■• hn««l     a few til ei down  to   the nc<   d. Iging a man a i i g    Ls   '• c »  ° *•" 
eooler layer of  the lake.    When he reach ore he    at for «     bile on 
;,   towel,   read on tb. grass.    Ihe sun wou]      -,    d.  .   H   oWOj    ,en 
Ls      ,, a it in a short time.    People were everywhere on  towel, and 
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ankets.    Behind him two couples were liste inw  to       transistor radio. 
The two girls  wer    rather i .■ ■■'!.   shaped,  one with large  hips and small 
^~ ■ nd the ot;.er with a tiny be Jy.    When Jake was almost dry, his 
t :  g suit feeling warm and wet,  ' e t r« . ' '..  to\ 9]    rer bis        u]     r 
id . .'ted up the incline to I le parking lot.    He was pleased with hia 
conclusions about Pat and now when leaving, Jaki   enjoye    bis      lit de. 
After todaj  he was much surer of his position »dth Pat.    It B emed that 
he held   th    superior place, for the time being anyway.    She was attraet- 
tc bin as much as he was to her, and if he wait< ' s bit longer then 
affinity   they shared would overcome the nebulous sort of conflict 
Lcl   se arated   them.    When ho thought cf s eing Pat ag in, it was 
if they hi 1 alreadj   bee    e intii ate with eac    ■ ther, but now seeing her 
uld mean staying at the same    istanc   Prom her as before. 
II 
He die not ec      1 sain until U   Inei ■ .   "-tern    .,    •«   :. 
•ole    s   he i*)assive observer.    As he waited      .... bl     slope, si pping 
r      bis  towel   -     ]   are    la   ■   inia .loo.: en the grass,     9 eoul 
...    .   ;..    ., .. iere.    He walked to the edge of the water « nd he w. a b .in- 
to think   th  b again toda;   sh,   nta not ther . one was on   uty, 
at is unices either the .ounj _uy sitting . D the bench or the girl 
..: . . ;.i ,  ,-,r,-   7ife   .u,rr.s.     C,ly one other pen on,   a  man fishing on  the 
- r Bid,    was visible.    Jake was even to the point of  wonderin|  i I 1 at 
had left for .cod  «hen he noticed that t e girl was the friend who had 
brought Fat's   log   to  the lake and  Le rec gniaed   the   .-,=..<. gu;    aa  a 
..,,,..   ,     univeraity.    He decided to aek the girl about Pat before 
let ring. 
u 
The water wns much cooler since there had been rain one afternoon 
early during the week.    As he was swimming toward the floating dock, 
Jake could see someone lying on the far side,  but he had given up find- 
ing Pot,  so he did not think it was she.    Instead,  he decided to meet 
this new girl and perhaps take her out and in that way avoid being 
disappointed if Pat did not appear again,    he swan to the pier without 
really looking again at the girl and climbed out of the water, being 
almost pleased with whet he was about to do,  and stepped right into the 
company of Pat who turned her head as he came onto the dock,  apparently 
just opening her eyes.    Jake did not say anything at first. 
"Hello,"    she said,  and looked away. 
"You surprised me.    I thought that I didn't see you." 
She turned her head again,  smiling as she had when she ran ahead to 
the   der.    Jake for the moment forget everything he had discovered on 
Sunday, as if yesterday tl ey h d walked together. 
"I thought at first you had finished your thesis and left,"    he 
said,  leaning With his hands behind bin against the diving board.    The 
air was cool and it was as if the heat of the sun off the lake caused 
chills.    Pat looked warm and comfortable.    She didn't answer i- ediate- 
ly,  but somehow Jake didn't mind;  he did not feel angry. 
"I guess I'll be here a few more weohs,"    she said finally, without 
effort,    /aid then she was silent for a long while,  as Jake stood looking 
directly over her toward the woods beyond the lake.    The sun was getting 
war ier as he dried.    What had hap ened Sunday came back to bin,  and he 
realized that sne was winning her game again,  that she had all but won 
completely.    Be wanted to make as little cf his leaving the dock as 
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possible,  as if her being there had not upset him,    He pushed away from 
the diving board and walked to the edge where he let himself fall for- 
ward.    The water was cool then warmer as he ::.oved along the floating- 
rope away from Pat.    lie stopped where it nade a right angle leading 
back to shore,  keeping himself barely afloat,  being now at a safe dis- 
tance from her.    She had trapped him into playing their game again and 
he was angry not only at her but at himself because he had fallen into 
a situation where he had to play.    For a long while he stayed in one 
place,  letting himself relax so his mistake would not co;pound itself. 
She pushed herself into a sitting position,   without looki g toward him, 
instead,  watching the man on the far side who was casting Ids line cut 
into the lake.    On shore Pat's friend and her friend,  a stock;.' guy with 
a muscular bvild which mate hir. look even shorter than he was,  were 
kicking a plastic ball,  bright blue, back and forth over the spot where 
Jake had left his towel.    He swan on his back toward shore,  moving slow- 
ly and looking at the dock Where Pat was lying down Again.    He knew that 
he would have to avoid her the rest of the day,  to protect himself from 
jiving her any more knowledge c ncernir.g his feelings,  to remain as 
mysterious as  she was being.    He felt as if he were lighting some force 
which seemed  to be working of its own will against him and cunningly in 
league with her, for the ti e being,  but if she only knew,  against them. 
Considering his alternatives for action,  he could n t approach her 
any more today,  that was definite,  and hs ought not to walk around the 
lake,  Since it would seem an invitation to her and thus only going an- 
other way to approach her,  and he  could not just sit in the background 
because it would seem stupid.    He decided to leave as soon as possible, 
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giving enough time so he would not appear to be going because of her. 
..e sat on   .is towel, feeling a slight chill as the leaves were turning 
their dull green bottoms into the wind.    The plastic bell bounced awk- 
wardly behind end over him.    He lay down at first,  then set up again. 
Fat had not moved,  then she suddenly stood up and walked to the edge of 
til*, dock and pushed off into the water,    he had net seen her swim before 
now.    She moved gracefully,  her arms breaking through the water slowly 
and precisely as she irede a straight line toward  the beach.    Jake 
thought it odd that she should come ashore by the beech rather than the 
pier,  and it somehow made the lake see. more under her authority,  as if 
she had a special knowledge of it.    She walked out of the water and 
crossed the  sand to where her towel lay on the bench facing away from 
Jake.    She dried herself, appearing not to look particularly at anything 
except n, t in his direction,  then sat down to brush her hair.    It was a 
dark brownish red color and it was held by a metal b-nd at the back. 
The ball bounced clumsily off the bench. 
"Watch where you kick that thing,  Creg,"    she said,  still drying 
her hair. 
Greg caught the ball as it rolled toward the Bend and heaved  it 
high into the air over her head.    It hit on the other side of her and 
fell into the lake.    Greg was wearing cut-off dunjerees and a pull-over 
shirt.    When the ball hit the water he pulled the Shirt off and started 
after it. 
"Wait a minute,  Greg,"    Fat said.    She waded in after the ball. 
The water came to her waist.    She threw it at Creg then Stepped  out 
again ^nd dried herself. 
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As on Sunday Jake thought of himself as the one i   art, ' ut  L 
did not enjoy the distinction.    ,.e was being consciously ig- 
nored by a girl he was attracted to, in faror of Greg an     lie   friend. 
Jake si       imself end Fat as being inv lv< I in 8   sii liar nonsensical 
gl  ie    s Creg and  the girl with th ir    Lastic bell.    As he . icked u.    t u 
towel and tennis  shoes,  Creg was    acing to the 1   11   which r    led slovlj 
down the beach.    Pat   rai    sitting with her back to Jake and he  could hear 
the wind turning the leaves as lie walked  to his car. 
.,;_   . arrlTed on Friday afternoon,   it was late and as he at   e 
across bhe grass the    lace appeared   leserted.    The water had baton on a 
dee; green solitude, unbroken even by t e shifting of the ■■■■     across 
t       r ■• c ..    It was too late to swim, but i tiU  bi   i at be   bhe edge of 
.. e water and stood watching, expecting some in  n   ant, but the still- 
ness did not ohi ...,-.    He sat on the bend       3    i Lted.    Pr. e other 
•   e a girl came cut of the woods.    She  too .as wearing a bathing rait. 
It was Pat.    he waved end he could see her smile i       -are baek.    She 
, „ to„, rd hi   .round the lake, where already the trees were outlined 
on the soft texture of the water.    He started to neat her.   She was 
..,     t     ;        ..    ._::■      ,d    is   Lennis      .oes  on.     ov.si   Uf -   . , 
she headed toward a . ath leading into the      c   I . 
"I can't find .., dog,"   Bhe said.    "He must have wandered into t e 
woods." 
Sow long : ince vou saw     :': '• 
v a-:e followed her into   ,' 6 
. . -  o of the laive  trves.    -e was con- 
scious as they cn1 .^red the      o '- 
of the BtiUness of the w ter.    It 
seamed that he could bear ■ sounds of  t. >ir 
roiees    rid t sir f oti I • 
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more clearly than usual.    They seemed completely alone. 
"I guess it's been almost an hour,"    she said softly. 
:.e was following a few feet behind her across snail patterns of 
light.    It came at a low angle from their right,  breaking through the 
trees suddenly,  causing Jake to glance directl;;  into the face of the  sun 
and making him step carefully for a moment to avoid touching her with 
his hand. 
"I've never been along here before,"    he said. 
They crossed a small ravine and started up a hill.    The light was 
brighter at the top.    There was a large  clearing ahead of them.    Be was 
just to the side of her.    As they reached the open ground the;   could see 
si* one room buildings in two groups of three facing each other with 
patches of grass in the clearing around them. 
"What are these?"    he asked her. 
Ha • oved ahead to the window of the first building. 
-Camping tali/    *• "aid.     "A group from  fee university  spends two 
weeks here every October*" 
he looked inside the hut.    All of the windows had  shades pulled 
half way down.    Inside there were two  sets of hunk beds and two dress- 
ers.    The grass was warm from the sun and the long shadows of the houses 
reached out to the woods.     Inside the building the light was dim. 
n,o heat,  no running water,  end bathrooms only at the lake,"     she 
said,     "-dee place to spend two weeks." 
She was standing behind him. he turned and smiled at her and they 
walked between the houses into the woe-a again. He glanced in the win- 
dow of the last hut as they passed. 
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"What's his none?"    he asked. 
She looked at him. 
"Your dog,  what's his nane?" 
"Dartleby,"    she said,  smiling. 
"Bartleby,"    he laughed.     "Why?" 
"Because I like it.    I call him Bart." 
"Will he come if you call him?" 
"Sometimes, but usually not.   He's just six months old." 
They were walking through the woods almost beside each ether. 
There was no path and the leaves from a year before were scattered ever 
the ground.    The trees were still. 
"I'll try calling,"    she said. 
She called once and waited,  then again. 
"He may be at the lake by now,"    Jake said. 
"Yes,  he probably is." 
They started circling back toward the lake.    The leave,  were brittle 
and she had to step carefully.    She led him down a hill and across what 
•   peared to be a dry Stream bed.    She crossed first and he followed. 
Ihey  walked now on , smooth path along the other side of the stream bed. 
"What happened to  the water?"    he asked her. 
There was only the sound of his voice to break through the still- 
ness. 
"A housing development Just beyond the wood.,  thoy didn't want it 
running through their yards." 
 11  „„„J      The strea:.; bed continued They cane suddenly u±,on a small road,     rne »w 
.  ,     4.-      .*~>Aa   hut new the read's smoothness was across the road and into tne woeds, but new roe 
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not interrupted by the stream. 
»I'n completely lest,"    he said.    "You know where we are?" 
"Yes,"    she said and smiled. 
The road seemed to be curving back toward the lake. It was getting 
late and the shade covering the road was solid. Doming around the curve 
before them,  a man was walking toward them.    He stopped and waited when 
he saw the... 
"Ycu !oaow who he is?"    Jake asked. 
"Ko,  I've never seen him." 
Iie was wearing worn blue overalls,    he stood in the middle of the 
read watching as they ap] roached. 
"You the girl who owns a dog?"    the man asked. 
"I'es." 
-■.here's a dog just been run over out on the highway.    They   told me 
it might be ;*ours." 
Pat was looking directly at him. 
"Where?" 
"Down at the store,  bout a mile from here,  to«BPO town." 
Jake was  silent.    She did not turn awry from the mam. 
"how bad is he hurt?" 
«      "T nulled it off the road.    It's laying 
"It's dead,"    the man said.      I puuec 
alongside the road now." 
"Thank you for coming,"    she said. 
»Gl.d to a. it."    * turned and val^d M th. road owov fro. 
them. 
Pat watched as he left. 
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"I better go see,"    she  s-id softly. 
"I'll go with you." 
She followed where the man had gone.    Jake walked beside her. 
"It may not be your dog.    It seems like a long way for him to have 
wandered off." 
"It does see-i a long way,"    she said, moving quickly back toward 
the lake. 
The road came out of the woods into   .he parking lot. 
"Want to take my car?"    Jake asked. 
"Ho." 
He joo into her car and she  went around to the  driver's side.    She 
oj ened the door and took  the keys fron under the mat and then closed the 
door and started the car.    They did not see  the man again.    Fat drove 
out of the parking lot and along the  dirt road toward the highway.    3he 
stopped before entering the highway, then turned back toward town. 
"He said about a mile,  didn't he?"    she asked. 
"Yes, in front of a store." 
lie was watching her, trying not to be too * noerned or boo indif- 
ferent.    They reached the top of a hill and at the bottom on the other 
siCo of the road  they saw a snail store  with gas pumps in front.     The 
traffic was heavy on the highway and the sun was setting,  dark red,  and 
,n,.n twpv wer<- almost to the store she saw the light was getting dimmer,    -men tneg wer. ax 
a snail dog in the dusty grass on her side. 
"It's Lart,"    she said. 
M. Mfct w- *• •*.    * •—* * W< brC': " •"* ^ ** 
U» red.    A *«* «.t * «• f» «- «*« *~M~.    «* — *- 
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its passing was wr.rm.    Jake got out of the car and started back to where 
the dog lay beside the road.    She had to wait for a break in the traffic 
to open her door.    Jake stood over the uog and watched her coning toward 
him.     -hey v/ere still './earing their bathing suits and the noise from the 
traf Pie sounded loud and threatening.    She stood beside Jake facias the 
oncoming cars,  looking at  the snail collie lying in the grass at  their 
feet.    The wind was blowing her hair.    She knelt beside the dog without 
touching it.     There were no marks except for its head;  its smooth broim 
cost lifted slightly with the wind from the passing cars.    A small pool 
of blood had dried under its ncuth. 
"We can bur;.' him at the lake,"    Jake said. 
"Yes." 
"We'll have to put him in the trunk.    Do you have any newspaper?" 
;:e had to  speak over the sound of the cars passing. 
"Yes."    She stood up and walked back to  the car. 
She got the keys fron the front and opened the trunk.    She 0* e back 
carrying several faded newspapers.    Be took thea fron her and she stood 
.love him as he wra pad the head of the dog in newspa] er.    The side of 
his head that had been lying on the ground was covered with blood that 
was sticky like saliva and with dirt from the grass.    Ye  stood over the 
limp body of the dog and took its front legs in one hand and back legs 
in  the other.    He ildn't want to tell her but she would have to carry 
its head.    When he picked it up the head fell limp*   toward the .round 
as if it wore separated from the body.    The newspaper slipped off.    He 
set  the dog down again,  still holding to its legs. 
"vere,  I'll take the head,"    she said,  and held the dog's head, 
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loosely wrapped in n .......  ■• er. 
.':...,.   carried the dog'a body toward the c:<r    here     ..   trunk stood 
open.    Each was holding the bodj   stifflj   awaj   from him.    Jake's arms 
'.;ere soon tired because of the awkward way ...  held it.    Be moTed  slowly 
so Pat would net get ' lood on her.    When they ^ot to the car oake waited 
■ •     o ent, breathing deeply. 
"Ready,"    he said and they lifted it into the trunk. 
_..o head of the dog lay uncovered over the ..■ uspaper,   the      uth 
...    Jake closed the trunk and  they <_ot back into the car.    She crossed 
the highway, turning around in front i      the store where a green and red 
neon    1  n    9d  been turned on. 
She   rove carefully  with both hands on the steering wheel.    J-ko 
noticed   bhat she wes crying.    She snv that    e wai   looking i b her. 
"I know it's stupid,"    she said, watching th<   road, then turning 
toward him. 
'•Ho,  it isn't  stupid." 
I   . road to the lake was just ah t L. 
"How lr  g   .'.v.   you had him?" 
She turned in the dirt road.    The lights of bh   ear   -ere Just rie- 
■    .    efleo s   off th« in ier t»   j-  "     ■■ turned. 
"1 guess about three months.    1 g   b bin  in Bay." 
"Not very long  then." 
The only sound was t. e bum] b g of the tires over the road.    1 e sir 
wi s b lick with dust. 
»  n    not 1  us      I    us  -  it real?.-  shouldn't matter th  s much.    It's 
in such a short time." 
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"That's got no tiling to do with it." 
She turned the  curve in front of the lake and drove into the park- 
ing lot.    It was almost dark now. 
"There's sons  tools in the shed at the bath house,"    she said. 
"I'll get them." 
She had sto] ped crying.    Jake took the keys from ti.e car and unlock- 
ed the trunk.    The darkness wade it hard for him to see the body of the 
dog.    --e returned the keys and moved bhe car so that it was pointing in- 
to tiie woods.    He turned the motor off and got out of the ear.    The head- 
lights  were shining through the trees ahead of him.    he waited for Pat. 
There were no sounds in the darkness and then he heard Pat walking 
toward him. 
"I found an old shovel and a pick,"    she said and he could see her 
coming across the parking lot carrying the tools in front of her with 
both hands. 
"That'll be good enough,"    Jake said.    "We'll have to take the   log 
first and come back for the pick and shovel." 
She set them against the car and they went to the back to get the 
body of the dog. 
..Here,  get hold of his head like this,"    Jake said and he wrapped 
it in the newspaper and held it for her.    As she reacheo. forward she 
■,,ed against hin.     he waited a moment before moving to take the legs. 
"Okay?"    he asked,  and they lifted the tog's body out of the  trunk 
and started into the woods ahead of the  car.    They stop.ed once to rest. 
It was  quiet around then.    They followed the lights until the.   were as 
far away from the parking lot as possible,    Vnen they sto.   ed Jake was 
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breathing deeply. 
"Good grief,"    he said.    "I didn't rerliae be "•". •" 
"I _i;ess you are tired.    I'll  g t t >.   s ove]      id nick,  •        ■ ■   t," 
8he    b ,   ed.    "I tainl: I've got 8 flashlight." 
S ... went b-ck to the car. 
"It's hot,"    he said to himself. 
... .   walled carefully over th<   roi • ~ '•    -••■  eould only see tlw 
ouette or her body moTing away toward   the , its, so 
blocking out one of the lights.    3e 1 .gar brushing th    1    vee ai Ld«  to 
clear a place for   ....  grave.    - iar<   n> no wind and thi   stil]   air around 
I     ., 3 warm.    His 1^ ww    I       ! -■    » could just see   t i  grc        as 
;  ,.,',.. tbc   bri .tic   ■ '■:•■-   tc o,      -'   -•.     - - ■" ■ -       -'' -:  «'. '•-  ■*• 
tool.   ■       •       all flashlight,      ining I ; on the groui I in front of      r. 
"Maybe it would be I   bter  tc      it i   tU rrow,"    she said as 
'    '' '   • 
"Ho,  it':; -ill right.    I can   o it now." 
He was sweat    g profusely, but he did not want tc loi 
bef..- ■ -.   1    v    g  too soon, not --, t h,   .       ■ ■ --■    ^ »'» 
.       e   :    uition which      :   .  ved  U    on ir  t   lay.    He   I   d     '  »t 
tc      ...      .    b ink,   ;,:    , relaa an    give in to it cc  p]   tely. 
^ founc   bhe fl 6 b,»    she said.    "But it's    , 11." 
She held bhe light on     - " - ;    -      • **. P—** <"«    , 
■  .,,.   covered by newspaper,  anc   bhe    Lts  feet      Lcl   were cro.        as 
a ..-.\r      ■■ - on    • ide    nd  then tock Jake had been carrying      ■■■•    He slid     ■ -  ■-_ 
,-rvnc     ' I     Lts blunt      ge.    It wi      not 
s    . ovel end tried to break the .,-  
.   ,„. i rtb        face.    Pat l .     .. . but bhere were    i -.   r<   bs just unaer 
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to  cover  the are.- where he was dig^ing with the small ray of light. 
"I'd better use this first,"    he said and took the pick from her. 
"Stand back a little more." 
He  swung heavily into the ground with the sharp end of  the pick, 
tier. ;ulled upward breaking through the wire]ike rocts.    As he was dig- 
ging he thought that maybe he should wait until morning.    He felt ridi- 
culous  swinging the heavy pick in the dim light from the car and Pat 
hoi  Ing  the flashlight,  but now it was too late to  stop,  so he slow]? 
dug the grave,  breaking through the green roots with tne : ick and then 
the shovel. 
"You want vie to dig awhile?"    she asked him. 
»,.o,  it won't be much lon,jer."    He was breathing dee. ly. 
"Do you think anything will bother him here?" 
"Lo.    I'll cover the place so notnin0 can find it. 
It was much easier after th   first few tool es.    The earth was soft 
and dark and as he pushed the shovel ea.il;,   through it a light breeze 
was beginning to cool them.    The sky lit up for a moment,  siL ntly,  to 
the west beyond the lake and  then they c0lilc  hear the low sound of 
thunder. 
"A storm co;in6,"    she saic,  looking back toward the darkened sky. 
The Wind was moving the leaves around them.    ..e finished digging 
■ :     took the flashlight from her.    After looking more closely at the 
gray he set   the flashlight on the ground rointing toward the body, 
lying in the darkness to the side of them. 
""This  should be good enough,"    h. said and started to lift the dog, 
waiting for her to lift the head again,    .he moved to help hta. 
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"No,  it's all right.    Hold the light,  I CPII do it,  I think." 
When he lifted the dog toward the hole the newspaper stuck to its 
head.    Jake set the body into the hole.    It was alnost too small.    He 
took the newspaper -nd covered the head again, folding the body into 
the fetal position so that it would fit into the grave.    She was holding 
the light on the head of the dog which was covered. 
"I think that should be good enough,"    Jake  said.     "Do you think 
it's okay?" 
"Yes." 
The  sky had continued to brighten periodically behind them and the 
thunder sounded closer.     He covered the dog with loose dirt and leaves, 
then packed it down with the shovel.    She helped him spread leaves which 
they carried from the darkness around them.    Sometimes the sky would 
lighten enough for them to see.    And then they were finished. 
"I  guess that's it,"    he said. 
He stood close to her over the grave.    He was holding the shovel .nd 
rick.     She had turned the flashlight off and the ground was dark. 
"Yes,  thank you."    She looked at him and they started back toward 
where the headlights were waiting for them.    The coolness of the wind 
was drying the sweat from Jake's body.    Me was tired and it seemed late. 
She took the tools back to  the shed at the bath house and he waited at 
her car.    '..'hen she returned,  he opened the door. 
"I'm glad you were Here."    She stood for a moment then got in. 
"I am too,"    he said. 
She closed the door.    Hie window was down. 
"Maybe I can do something to help you,"    she said. 
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he had started toward his  oar in the direction of the lain. 
"::aybe I could take you out,"    he said. 
"That would be iood." 
She becked the car away from the woods then started slowly out of 
the parking lot.    She waved as he was getting into his car.     Just before 
she pulled into the highway he was behind her.    The wind was much 
Stronger and he could smell    the rain in the air.     She pulled away from 
him without looking back, even through the mirror. 
"She must be a virgin,"    he said aloud to himself. 
And it was more a feeling that he had than anything he had reasoned, 
something which had been building within him possibly since  the first day 
end it had not been until now more than a Vague end undefined suspicion, 
but after being albnost intimately involved with her,  the feeling had be- 
come clear as the distance between them had diminished.     It seemed to 
come to   .he surface by its own force,  and all t,is time it had been part 
of the tension between then.    For the ti:,e being he was  satisfied to 
leave the reasoning until later and get from the clarity of the feeling 
a kind of relief,  a break in the tension which separated them.    He felt 
th^-t she could be reached. 
U he drove into torn, Ml*** at . distenee the two red lights 
,,.ich he knew belonged to ,.r «. the rain hegan to fell, at first in 
hi£ sinole drops, then spreads rapidly to oover the uindshieid. 
» «. raining the nent .norning, MM* - - * * in »* 
**. thought of what hod happened,    he had decided to ril her, M 
• •-,      nA   -ive himself time for the last night to he would wait for a vmle and 0ive himseii  *« 
ntv which it now did not have,    he remembered the filing 
assume a reality wnicn *■» w 
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he had about Pat before losing sight o;1    er car in the r-"in.    If she 
were a virgin   then she could be another of the type who save themselves 
for marriage, or to put it a little Bore    onectly, who use what they 
are cautiously,  to assure marriage.    But this contradicted his identi- 
fication with her end so there had to be a better reason.    Perhaps she 
was innocent and she was honest enough not xa have ;n.?.de love because she 
had not found anyone she respected enough.    :.ut this was too ic'eal. 
Again lie was connecting Pat to the girl a year before.    Karen had been a 
virgin and at the tine he had considered her innocence to be this Bane 
ideal kind,  but that had r.ot been the case at all.    Karen was  a virgin 
because so:: had not existed before he awakened it for her, and who:-: she 
lost her ignorance,  she lost her innocence and ultimately could nover 
make lcve without feeling guilty.    Fat was ncre a sophisticated case 
than Karen though;   she obviously was very  conscious of her plysical 
desires.    Vet still, Jake could not believe his ideal reasoning to be 
possible.    It was  certainly  true that she kept herself apart from Most 
people and oven those Whom she associated with she maintained a kind of 
superiority over, but was this superiority, this indifference altogether 
honest?    Perhaps it was a protection against something.    In any case, 
Jake felt he had penetrated if by an accident,  her indifference,  but to 
what e:ctant he could not tell,    he wanted her,  that he was sure of,  and 
now iie felt that he  could safely uove closer. 
When he  called her in the afternoon it was still raining.     ..e could 
hear the wind blowing the rain against the windows as he talked  to Pat 
on the ,hone.    He was alone in the large house he shared with two other 
students ana his being alone made hi, acutely aware of  the vet»e,s and 
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i bsi     .    . hi] i as t      ing to Pat, i ntinue 
ier the intimacy of lest night, not so b;   .... b   b   .   said, 
;,      . .: uni p rtant,  to b bj   bhe    ■.   L1 s id.    He was disappc 
•   ain.    Pat was friend..,    moug , but i - '   _  '-■ 
»r or to acknowledge    hat had hapj       1.     - . - 
sic .    hich Jake now the ight to be a prot      Lc    agai sthing 
■        , disc rere '.    ..■      •'   I   be    i ke    is voice   i        " ' , 
get, for the time       Lng,       ..   -'..' t I    . 
Ihe   r . b o2 bhe aft    .   : C( ulc     : t i 
out seeing Pi     »       g.     ie had i I Lnging 
em together on a basj : Ltted, if diffi 
..       :_:,.   for     ■   ,   and he could not rstand       I .   "   g of 
•     .,    hich ,.-..  not ,' .  .    ■•■-.:        '  •"       ' ou]      ■ '       -be 
iural.     it     • -    :    lo   lit     crc   :1 .   ■ *ir rel   -'■   - 
shi]        ■   ■<     c   Lght,   H icl 9ver r aUj •- Ltself furl   or 
,    ,  b his bo (j   bouc       hers , y were carrying 
0f •. g,    ...   bhe r lation hi,     io •■ rg       '   '   --'- b 
c      _   .;   t    ,   r It as if he h«d defined  bhe feeling.    It ■ 
,  feeling    - fa  i taown as <   boy   caught in a U 
•  g  bo    ob   .to face bhe truth ■-        >oept its o        . . -    - 
coulc    lotglr.      Lmse]     anj   rei      i for    he f •lias. 
.. maioyitwas time for Jake   ,.._:, "  -        -'       '' '-- 
B(  Be bhe      LW gwl     orer end he could find bhe cause    C his apprehen- 
sion.    It was not full, dark a, ho drove to Pat's apartme .1   an    for   U , 
ntt      rfli    estopped.    He par!        d     « > road adjacent to 
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the group of brick complexes where she lived.    There was a luminescence 
to the atmosphere which was grey and moist.    The sty seemed to have a 
dull yellow glow.    Ke crossed the yard, walking through patches of wet 
grass.    She lived in the first group of apartments.    Ke found the right 
door.    It was a downstairs apartment.    After he had knocked and waited 
for a few seconds,  Greg opened the door. 
"Gome on in,"    he said.    "They're almost ready.    Pat said to get 
you a beer." 
"Thanks,"    Jake said and sat down on the couch facing the kitchen 
area and beyond that was the hallway where  the bedrooms were. 
"I didn't k.iow Pat had a roommate,"    Jeke said.     "1  saw you and the 
other girl out at the lake, but I didn't think she lived with Pat.'1 
Greg brought the beer from the kitchen.    Ke set it on a coaster or. 
the cluttered table in front of Jake. 
"You want a glass?" 
"No thanks." 
"They've been living together since June.    Pat use to live by her- 
self before then." 
Pat's roommate care from the hallway into the living room. 
"Hi.     Pat'11 be here in a minute,"    si.e said. 
She sat on the couch with Greg. 
":y name's Suson Palmer.  And did you knew that Pat don't even know 
your name." 
W Jake Wood.   And yours is Gre:.   I donH know your lest name." 
"I guess it really doesn't make any difference.    It's Phillips." 
"Pat says you're a graduate student,"    BM -U.     "What in- 
il 
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Pat was coming toward them. Jake had heard the door to her bedroom 
close. As she came into the living room i.e felt the dreed again, just 
as before.  She had long dark red hair and this was the first time he 
had seen her when she had not be i wearing a bat log suit. As ohe 
crossed the room and sat beaid  im, he kept his hands still, resting on 
ids knees.  She sat down before speaking to him. As he watched her he 
felt an intense desire for her which he controlled by focusing hard on 
the space she had crossed when coming in. 
"Sorry I'm late," she said. 
he looked at nor and tried to relax. She was wearing a deep blue 
dress and she sat close to him but without touching him. 
"It doesn't natter," he said. 
He sat leaning forward. There were some papers scattered over the 
table in front of them. 
"What did you want to do tonight?" Crag asked. 
"Nothing in particular," he said. 
"We thought maybe the movie at the Parkway might be wood," Susan 
said. 
"What is it'." he asked Pat. 
: c sat up on the couch. 
"What's the name of it? It stars James Garner.11 
"Grand rix," Creu said.  "There was a story about it in Life 
magazine. It cost something like three million to make." 
"Is this your thesis?" Jake asked Pat. he picked up a sheet of 
paper fr. m the table. He held it just out of her view in front of him. 
"That's just something I was working on this afternoon." 
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She reached across Jake's an;. -Lo get the  sheet  ~.f typing paper.    He 
let her take it from his hands.    The sheet had a graph plotted in red 
and black ink. 
"We'd better v> if we're going," Susan said.  "It starts in ten 
minutes* "r.ut  it doesn't matter to me." She looked at Creg. 
"I don't care. You scill want to go?" He looked at Pat. 
"I guess so." Pat stood up.  "You want to finish your beer'." 
"Ho," Jake said, standing and moving away from the couch, "Xou 
better take an umbrella." 
Light brown draperies covered the sliding glass doors leading out- 
side, but he could hear the sound cf the rain on the concrete terrace, 
just outside the dcors. Ho one had noticed that it was raining again 
except Jake. 
Fat couldn't find her umbrella. 
"You had it this morning," she said to Susan. 
"Yeah, when I wont to the store. Did you see what 1 aid with it?" 
she asked Creg. 
"I don't think you brought it in. Look outsde under the Btairs. 
3c - ' mes 3 'ire se — y ..o • j . 
"It must be," she said and opened the door, 
"..ere .'.t is," she yelled from outside. 
She brought it in, a small red umbrella. Fa, went back to the bed- 
room and returned wearing a blue raincoat. She stopped beside Jake. 
.hey followed Creg i nd Susan, Jake was the last one out. The door 
locked when he chut it. 
"•/e enn take my car," he said to Greg. "It's parked on the street." 
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They walked across fa wet grass.    Pat held the umbrella, but it 
was so small,  Jake did net try to get under it with her.    YJhen they 
•ot into  the car,  Creg and Susan getting into  the back seat, Jake wiped 
the v/ater from his face with his hand. 
"Xou should have walked under the umbrella,"    Pat said. 
"Then we both could have gotten wet,"    he said, smiling. 
.,e started the car and tried to  see behind him.    There was a sudden 
downpour of rain. 
"'.'his is  just great,"    Susan said.     "If we sit here much lo:.gcr we 
may as well go  back in toe." 
hreg had laid his umbrella across the floor of the car. 
"It's not  no bad,"    he said.     "Cone on out Jake.    1 can't sec any- 
thing coming." 
Jake pulled cut into  the street and started sit wly toward the in- 
tersection ahead. 
"Your car's just like Pat's,"    Susan said. 
":.o it's not,"    Greg said. 
Pat had turned so that she cou?.d talk to Creg and Susan in the back 
cat. 
"The e:.gi.:e's bigger  and it has a four-sped transmission,"    she 
said  to Susan. 
"But it's the same  color and everything as yours." 
When they got to the theater there was a long line just beginning to 
more inside.     The rain fell steadily and mest of the couples in the line 
stood under bl- ck urbrer as like Creg's.    They waited in the car until 
the    ine was almost ,one,   then Jake and Creg went to get the tickets. 
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When they were inside they had to sit close to the front because so many 
people were there. 
After the movie they want back to the apartment. Pat went into the 
kitchen to get everyone a beer. Jake sat on the couch again and Creg 
followed Pat. Susan put several records on the portable stereo which 
sat on the table to Jake's left, just in front of the sliding doors. 
Jake watched everyone moving around and he felt out of place. 
Fat brought him a beer and then went back to get herself one and a 
glass. Creg came out of the kitchen after her. Susan had turned the 
overhead light off, which left the lamp beside the couch where Jake and 
Pat were sitting. He sat back and tried to relax, as if he had been 
here many times before. Pat was sitting sideways with her feet drawn 
up under her. She was facing him. 
"how much more time do y©» have to finish your thesis:?" he asked 
her. 
She leaned over to set the glass on the table but couldn't reach it 
without changing her position. She handed it to Jake. 
"And would you hand me one of those cigarettes?" 
He took one from the pack on the table and handed it to her with 
some matches. 
"Thank you." She lit it snd inhaled.  "Ky advisor will be leaving 
town in two weyks, so I have to finish before then." 
"That's not long." 
"lie."    She held the cigarette so  that the ash would not fall on the 
couch.     "But I'm almost finished with the first dr-ft.     I just have to 
write a conclusion,11 
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She slid her feet from under her, holding the cigarette carefully 
until she could reach the ashtrey on the table.  Susan and Creg started 
wrestling on the couch across from them. Susan was beating Greg on the 
back and he was laughing end holding his hands behind his head to pro- 
tect himself. 
"You can't hurt him like that," Pat said,  "..it him lower." 
She put the cigarette out in the ashtray as she got up and started 
toward the hallway. Jake was leaning back with his feet propped on the 
scattered papers, he sat and watched Susan and Creg. They rolled off 
the couch onto the floor and Susan climbed on his bpck.  Eoth were laugh- 
ing so much their movements were weak and ineffectual. 
"He»8 just like a big monkey," Susan said, laughing and trying to 
catch her breath. 
After a few minutes Pat came back wearing a shirt and trousers. As 
she came by Creg reached for her feet and she stumbled away from him. 
"You asked for it," she said, moving toward him. 
Creg caught her at the knees and tripped her. When she fell he was 
careful with his hands to catch her by the arms and hold her dovn. 
Susan tried to break his hold by hitting his forearms with her small fist. 
"You big ape," Pat yelled and she struggled to get her knees 
against his chest to pry away fren him.  Creg was laughing and finally 
he let Pat go. She swung with her fist to hit him in the side.  ::e 
doubled up laughing and pushed Susan away from him toward the door. She 
hit the door and sat for a moment rubbing her head and pulling her dress 
iown. 
"You hurt me," she said looking at Creg who was sitting on the 
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floor trying to catch his breath.    Pat got up and sat on the couch 
beside Jake again. 
"Why didn't you do something?"    she said. 
"What did you want me to do?" 
"Help us." 
"Why?" 
Greg lifted Susan up and then went into the kitchen. 
"Anyone else want another?" he asked from the kitchen.  "Jake?" 
"Ho thanks." 
"You don't drink much," Pat said, sitting with her feet under her 
as she had before. 
"I don't like beer." 
"It's good when it's real cold, then you can't taste the bitter. 
I'll get one from the freezer and you can Lave some." 
She jumped up and went into the kitchen. 
"I guess you think we're crazy," Susan said. 
"Bo, Just normal I guess." 
Pat said something to Greg as she cai.e back into the living room. 
She poured part of the beer into a glass and handed it to Jake. He 
drank a few swallows and handed it back. They sot for a while listening 
to the stereo. Ho one said -nything and Pat leaned back, resting her 
head on Jake's shoulder. Susan and Creg were quiet and Susan seemed to 
be asleep after a few minutes. When the last record had finished play- 
ing, Pat moved to put ::ore records on the stereo. Jake put his arm 
around her v/aist. 
"Don't ;lay anything else," he said. 
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She leaned back without saying anything.    He pulled her closer, 
letting her bead rest across his  chest.     :.er hair was touching his face 
and •..•hen he breathed,  the air was warm.    She held herself still against 
him.    Jake was breathing slowly,   steadily so she wouldn't move away 
again,    he moved his hands  around her waist and after a few moments up- 
ward until they were touching her breasts,    he felt the warmth under his 
hands increase slowly until it was almost hot,  then he let his hands 
fall downward again,    her breathing had become quick and v.-hen he touched 
her again she  shifted her body,  it seemed involuntarily,  so  that for a 
second his hand was covering her breast.    Then she sat up,  reaching to 
the table for a cigarette.    lie let her move awey and watched as she lit 
the cigarette.    She sat on the edge of the couch. 
"You don't smoke, do you?"    she said. 
"ho." 
She finished the cigarette and sat back again careful not to touch 
his body with hers.    Susan and Creg were asleep on the couch across from 
them. 
"Ape you free next weekend?" 
"What?" 
"Heart weekend, do you have  to work at the lake?" 
"I don't know yet.    Why?" 
"Mould you like tc go water skiing with me?" 
"Where?" 
"At a place close to my home." 
"It depends on my thesis, if I get enough done," she said. 
She got up from the couch and walked over to where the draperies 
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were covering the glass-pannelled doors. She pulled them aside end 
opened the doors enough to go out. The sound of the rain ease through 
into the room.  It had been raining ever since they had returned. Jake 
went across the room to where the doors were separated. Ke stood look- 
ing at Pat who had gone out into the rain. She stood barefoot on the 
wet concrete.  The sky was not black but grey and still it bad a faint 
lur.ir.escer.ee to it. 
"You like the rain that much," he said, smiling at her. 
She was facing away from him, then she turned and came back inside. 
"Sometimes," she said going by him into the kitchen. The carpet 
was wet where she had walked.  She came back drying her hair with a 
towel. 
"I guess I'd better go.     It's late." 
Greg and Susan shifted on the couch without opening their eyes. 
"Do you want to use my umbrella?" 
"..o,"    he said, smiling at her.     "It wouldn't help that much." 
Si:e came closer and stopped drying her bair.    he oeuld small the 
a 3ness if it. 
"I'll call you later about next weekend*11 
He was very close to ,er,  but he did not try to put his hands on 
her again. 
"It's okay to o out through here:" 
They were beside the glass doors. 
"Yes, unless it's too muddy." 
"Goodnight,"    he snid and went through the opening into the rain. 
She watched him cross  the yard and get into his car which was parked on 
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the street.    The Bound of the  car door shutting was muffled by the rain 
on the terrace. 
&S Jake was driving back to his place he felt very relaxed.    The 
emptiness of the car and the  streets was a relief.    He opened the win- 
dow part way and pushed out the side glass.    The rain bounced off the 
_lass into his face. 
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On Sunday the weather changed.    A warm breeze began clearing the 
sky and drying the ground.    Jake    walked for a while during the morning 
through a park near where he  lived.    The pork wasn't much,  Just a little 
patch of grass and some  trees with a stream running through it.    Be was 
thinking about two days before when he had buried Fat's dog and how it 
seemed much longer than two days since then,    he knew that the most 
important element in their relationship at this point was  time,  not in 
the sense of there being two weeks and only a weekend left,  but rather 
that if their relationship was to  go any further,  there had to be an 
illusion of  time Which would give then a kind of past and an illusion 
of permanence either behind them or to  come. 
That afternoon he decided to stop by Pat's apartment.    Susan and 
Greg were there and all  three seemed to nave expected that he would 
come.    They spent the afternoon watching television,  with Pat half 
hearted* working on her thesis.    She invited him to stay for dinner and 
for an hour or so when the TV was off,  they were almost at ease with 
each other.     After dinner Jahe and Pat went out onto the terrace.    The 
clouds that had been breaking and reforming all day « ved slowly through 
the sky, occasionally blocking the sun. 
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"Do you suppose you'll be working at the lake this week?" 
"If the weather's good." She sst down on a reclining deck chair. 
"I nay be out Monday afternoon, if it's clear. I don't have to 
work." He sat on the fcot of the chair. She moved her legs against 
his side. 
"Cone over ^nd help me if it's raining. You can proofread my 
thesis." 
Inside they could hear the TV again.  Greg was watching a soccer 
game. They wt for a while longer without saying anything. The sun 
was hot. Then Pat got up and started back inside. She sto; ped at the 
opening in the doors as Jake was standing up. 
"Look, I hope you don't mind, but I'd better do so:;e work. You can 
stay and watch TV, but I've just got to get something done. I've been 
nessing around all day." 
"It's okay.  I'll see you later." Jake started across the yard to 
his ccr. 
"liaybe I'll see you tomorrow,"    she said. 
On Monday afternoon Jake went to the lake around three.    For the 
first few minutes  they were awkward with each other, much i..ore so than 
the first tine they had  talked with each other.    It seemed to Jake as if 
Pat were  acting shy.    She was no longer the authoritative force she had 
been before when he had  cone  to  the lake.    Except for two guys who came 
just after Jake and stayed only a  short time because the water was muddy, 
they had  the lake  to  themselves.    And after the two guys had left, Pat 
began to relax.     Jake told her about the graduate work he had been doing 
in chemistry.    She seemed to be interested in what he told her.    At 
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•;.• old I   r about hlmst.li'  to    else     r   '        at      e   ,    ut    - -   he 
foun<     '   ■    Lf g< : :-'  g   •- ^    sj   Btic.    rhe time passi      ; Lckl^ it 
. .        only a short v;iiile  an   - ' :   wi B off    uty.    Fhej       Bid       <o ti I e a 
..- ]     . iroi gh  the woods. 
"'..'hot are you going  to    o after you at th€        Ter     .  '•'     she 
sited  hi]   as  they starte    ■ ]    g   ihe path. 
"I don't know.    I've ght -bout applying to    edical school or 
else  just go into some field of el arch.    I don't reall]     ant 
tc work for an industrial lab.    At 1 ?st not  E*roi    the    :.. Last 
ar I    ■ d with Fiber.    I guess I really  i   i t  to _c  to med school,  if 
'    iidn't mean so much . • re   ti      in sch ol.M 
"1 don't see how you could co aider going   bo - ■-    "  anj   ]   ._   '." 
Be laughed. 
»Thi t's true all right." 
I   j     . re close to the dirt road above   bJ e lake.     -        crc   i 
and t art u bh< red to the parking let. 
"Whj Lon't we walk ever tc where Bartleby is bi Led." 
"Cksy." 
"Do y       uppose anything hae    i :     red    i   ." 
"..o,"    he said i Lied.     "A ter al]   tl Li     ain,   the grave sb 
' e , r> tty wel] len." 
E e:   u  llted . 1 wly  through  c; . parld ig lot since Pat wae    arefoot. 
■'Look,  why don't you let me carry you if the g avel hurts your feet 
so nuch,"    Jake said.     "I promise not to touch you     .   i . :••. i I have 
to." 
Pat     died.    S e knew thct he wai        herring    c 3a    r   .     Lght. 
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"I think I'll do okay without your help,"    she said. 
After they had  gotten through the gravel,  the ground was still 
rough since there was no path.    The leaves covered the ground so thft 
it was hard for them to tell exactly v/here the  jr-ve was.    Jake found 
the aeueral area and waited for Pat. 
"It's here  somewhere."    lie pointed tower.'  the area in front of him. 
"Well,  if you can't rind it I guess that ;.ieans it's all right." 
She  stopped beside Jake.    They stayed for a few ninutes,  then st.-rted 
back  to v;here t: eir cars were. 
"Have you decided about going with me this weekend?"    he asked. 
"I'd better not go,"    she said,  watching v/here she stewed.     "I 
0uess I'd better work on my thesis." 
When they got to   oh-j p.-rking lot, Pat went  to her car.    Jake  threw 
his  towel  throuuh the open window of his car and opened the door. 
"Why don't you cone over later for a beer?" 
. e had gotten into ids car and started the  engine without saying 
anjthing. 
"I don't think co," lie said,  "Ilaybe I'll see you later." 
He drove out of the lot ahead of her and before getting onu> the 
main highway he could not see her car behind hin. 
The next day was grey and overcast. Late in the evening the rain 
started again, he thought about calling Pat, but he felt that :.e just 
didn't want to see her again. She was still very attractive to him, but 
no was tired of playing games with her. Besides, if he stayed away for 
a day or so, maybe she would change her mind. 
When on -..'eonesday the rein stopped him from seeing her at the l--ke, 
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Jake was disturbed by the closeness of her leaving.    He wanted to see 
. at that night, but the thought of Susan end Greg or having to sit and 
watch TV while she wrote her inane thesis was impossible to him. Finally 
he decided to ask her to Oo out for a drink with some of his friends 
and later he would h^ve her to himself. 
Mien he  called,  she wanted to wait until nine-thirty before going 
out so she would nc t feel guilty for leaving her work.     When Jake got 
t    her apartment,  instead of g ing around the building,  he tapped on the 
glass doors at the  side of the  living room.     She was a little surprised 
tc  see him on the terrace when she came from the hallway.    The living 
room was dark and as she walked acrr.ss the carpet toward Mm,  he could 
only see her silhouetted figure and the loose movement of her dress. 
The dress didn't hove a belt and it fell straight from her shoulders so 
that it emphasized the cr.ntours of her body as she moved.    She turr;c-.i 
on the lamp after she had opened the door. 
"7orry,  but I'm not quite ready a^ain,"    she  said. 
She went back past the kitchen -nd through the hallway to her bed- 
room.    Jahe stood in the middle of the room and waited.    It was -h'-rk 
outside and the air was damp coming through  the ^lass doors,    he felt 
rather awkward B1   nding '     fch<   room    lone.    It reminded him,  lxi - -alder 
sense,  of the feeling which bed bothered him the first  bine he had taken 
Pat out.    She  came from the bedrcom,  turning the light off as she came 
through the door,    he watched the movements of her body under the dress. 
It was mi de of a silk-li:-e material. 
":.eady: " 
"Should I take an umbrella?" 
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"ho, it isn't raining." 
rhey went out by th>, terrace. As they were going through the doors, 
J?ko put his hand at her waist.  The doors locked when she shut the . 
''I like your dress." 
They './ere walking across patches of wet ^rass r-nd the only light 
came from the street. 
"I don't think I can keep my hands off tonight." 
"haybe that's why I wore it," she said as if she were joking. 
he took her to a small tavern where they were to meet Jake's two 
roommates. As they were driving over, Pat seemed shy again.  She v/as 
less sure of herself than at any time before.  Jake began to feel pro- 
tective toward her. '.flier, they got to the tavern a.il started through the 
tables to the booth where his friends were, he was Increasingly aware 
that Pat felt as out of place here as he had with Creg and Susan on 
Saturday night, except that it was in a different way.  It v/as as if, in 
a mild sense, she were feeling threatened. 
He introduced Pat to his friends. There were six people at the 
booth and only one girl besides Pat. Jake sat across from her on the 
i utside because of lack of space, he v/as having a hard time talking to 
her. One of his roommates was sitting beside her and for a while tried 
to make conversation. Jake ordered then two beers,  he was talkin^ part 
of the time with the girl sitting beside him, enough not to be impolite, 
but he really v/.-ntcd to talk to Fat. He kept watching her across the 
table. Finally when Jake's roommate finished his drink,  e had to ^c to 
the b-r for another. Jake sat down in his place. Fat stood up to let 
idm in, so she would be on the outside.  They had to sit very close be- 
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cause of the small amount of space.    She was warm against his side and 
he was beginning to feel relaxed inside,    he had been unconsciously 
drinking hie beer.    It had given him something to do with Ids hands. 
Pat noticed that he had almost finished. 
"I thought you didn't like beer," she said to him, and at first he 
couldn't hear because of the noise at the bar. He turned so that he was 
almost touching her hair with his face. 
"What did you say?" 
"lOUT beer, you finished it,"    she said and smiled. 
"I guess I wasn't  thinking about it." 
They were speaking directly to each other, but she couldn't help 
but look away as the I eople m ved past their booth. 
""/ou can have mine too,"    she said. 
"No thanks, might get me drunk." 
'".'hat's  all right." 
'•Well,   it won't take much more.    Believe it or not,  I feel high on 
just this one." 
Iflien she turned toward someone moTing past or someone making a sud- 
den outburst at the bar, her hair brushed across Jake's s .oulder. 
"It's really crowded tonight,"    he said. 
..e started to   fcrlnk some of her beer. 
"Would you rather have something else?" 
"Why don't we go back to my place?" 
" hat would be good.    Heady to go now?" 
He felt her move away fro;   him as  she got up from the booth.    They 
said goodby to Jake's friends and started out past the tables and the bar. 
e  put his hand across her shoulder as they went through the door. 
As he was driving back to her apartment,  he thought about whr t he 
was trying to do and it  scared him.    he stopped himself from thinking 
about it. 
»jid you get much done today?" he asked her. 
"Rot really, I ruwrote the conclusion about six tines. It just 
doesn't sound right to me yet." 
"1 aybe I could help." 
She was silent, but this bine he did not know why. he concentrated 
on driving. When thuy arrived at her place and started across the yard 
in back, a misty rain w-s blowing into their faces, but it wasn't cold 
and it was almost pleasant. Fat gave him the keys r.r.d he opened the 
doors and let her go in before him.  She switched on the lamp end then 
went into the kitchen.  It was quiet as it had been before e::cept that 
could hear Pat in the kitchen. She same baek carrying two ..lasses. 
Jake was standing at the doors looking toward the lights of the apart- 
ments across the yard. 
*ft w. I want to see you get drunk," she said, sitting the glasses 
on two paper napkiM on the table. She went into the kitchen again and 
returned with two beers.  The glasses had been chilled as well as the 
beer,  he sat down beside her. he drank from the glass, watching hla- 
self drinking and then putting the gl< ss again on the table. His move- 
ments were slew and it was as if he were working himself from see point 
inside and it was funny to move the glass from the tafcl* to his mouth 
and then back again. 
»!•;, almost there now," he Said, leaning back on the couch, he 
I 
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put  his hand on her shoulder and she moved back against hi;.;.    She pushed 
..er  shoes off and lay across the couch with her heed resting on Jake's 
chast -nd shoulder.    Be put his arms against her and his hands at her 
waist.     !^er dross was smooth and soft and she was very warm,    iie was 
breathing slowly,  deeply with his face touching her.    After a few min- 
utes  the sensation of numbness began to spread upward from his hand.    It 
began as a tingling in his hand.    He moved his other ana free and shift- 
ed his weight.    She moved away. 
"I'm sorry, you should've said something," 
"It's okay.    It just feels a little funny." 
He opened and closed his hand several times.    She lit a cigarette 
«nd sat up.    Jake changed his position end then put his hand across her 
back just below the nape of her neck.    The feeling had returned.    ::e 
stretched lengthwise on   the ooueh behind her and moved his hand downward 
to her waist and the dress was warm and soft.    She finished the  cigarette 
and he moved to let her lean back.    She turner facing him and as he came 
close to her face he could smell the cigarette ■'nd he kissed her at first 
softly  then covering her mouth completely and he could feel his body com- 
ing  to life as  if he had been asleep.    He moved away from her mouth and 
si.e   shifted on the  ccuch so that her body and his were touci.ing more as 
she moved.    With his hand he touched her, first with the finger tips 
Moving downward and her body responded until he felt the warmth of her 
skin under the dress and his face was just above hers with her eyes 
closed he could feel her breath coming quickly as he moved his hand slow- 
ly,   through the folds of her dross until his fingers softly covered her 
and  her breath caught and again and she was soring under hi:.: and he    ush- 
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ed his hand upward until it was covering her breast and he kissed her 
again and pressed h:s body to hers and he :x>ved ..is hrnd down again 
until her breath caught sharply and caused her to pull away as if he had 
burned her and then he moved away and kissed her again softly with his 
hand touching her hair* 
"Why don't we    o into your room':"    His face was close above hers. 
"We can't now."    ..e let her move away from him and he lay his  head 
on the side of the couch and waited.    She was sitting up and she lit 
another cigaretie. 
"Why not." 
"Susan '.,111 be coming back." 
"So?" 
"I couldn't with her here." 
"Then come over to my place." 
She blew the smoke out, breathing deeply. 
"Your roomnntes are there." 
Ee didn't say anything.  She finished the cigarette and turned to 
him again.  She rested her head across his chest and he touched her hair 
with his h?nd. 
"I want to,  believe me I  do,"    she said and he  couldn't see her face. 
She was quiet and he was conscious of the stillness of the room,    her 
head was heavy against his chest as he breathed. 
■Why don't we go somewhere this weekend?n   he said. 
"Where?" 
"We could go to the beach." 
"Oka;--," she said but he didn't hear. 
j 
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"What did you say?"    He lifted upward slightly. 
"We can go to  the beach." 
"Then we'll leave Friday or Saturday."    he moved backward on his 
arm again. 
"Saturday.    I'll have to work Friday." 
They did not say anything for a while. She was almost asleep, 
breathing quietly. lie kept hinself still so he would not wake her. 
Then she moved and sat up, 
"What time is it?" 
"I'll! not sure." 
The glasses were sitting on the t-ble.  not quite empty. 
"Susan'11 he coming." 
Jake stood up and stretched his arms above him. 
"Okaj-."    lie sat down again and put his shoes on.     he sat for a 
moment,   then :;tood and walked over toward the glass doors.    It was 
almost dark in the room.    She followed him.    She -..-as still barefoot end 
siie seemed shorter when he pulled her  Loward him. 
"You want ne to  co:e over tomorrow'."    She was against him and again 
he felt as if coming out of .sleep and the sensations of his body were 
being awakened. 
"I'd better work on my  thesis tomorrow rnd Friday.    I have to get 
it dene." 
"Maybe I could help." 
"ho,   I'll just have to    .0 it myself." 
he felt hinself relax again as they were talking.    He kissed her 
and started to leave. 
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"Oil me 'efore Saturday,"    she said. 
..e walked across the dark ground and his feet and legs were numb 
and unresponsive, he was Tars tired snd he didn't think of Pat again 
until the next day when it all  seemed unreal. 
he called Pat Friday evening snd he knew that not seeing her had 
been a mistake.    He would have  to accomplish in one   lay what h-d before 
taken him all week,  and if he  could not,  then he would ' e taking a 
; _r ■ .      L-irl with him to  Uie beach. 
IV 
]   e  sound of the  tires on the wet pavement separated Jake from the 
girl beside him.    Pat was asleep,  her head resting on the seat so  thi t 
she was facing Jake,  her legs drawn up under her.    he was tired,  but re- 
laxed.    They h d left at ten that morning;  now it was a quarter after 
four.    Thaj   were  starting to cross the sound.    This was Pat's first trip 
to  the coast,  so he decided to wake her. 
"Pat,  almost there."    he let his hand remain for a moment on her 
knee.    She  smiled and stretched,    he could see that she had not been 
asleep. 
"how much longer'." 
"Half an hour,  over this sound and then one more." 
The rain was getting heavier.    Midway,  the bridge made an arch for 
the shipping channel.    They  cculd see  the rain out ever  the sound separ- 
ate into patches.    The wind was blowing in gusts. 
"It looks like it might rain all weekend,"    he said. 
..e watched the rain being blown across  the Water.     It changed colors 
from light grey to deep brown and the rain seemed to separate from one 
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"res of the sound to another. The bridge was just over sight feet high 
exc.pt at the shipping channel. lie wondered about the bridge being 
flooded. 
"What made you change your mind?" he asked. 
"What?" 
"About coming with me this weekend,  what made you decide to come'." 
Several places along the water were covered by layers of fog.     It 
rose upward and surrounded them for an instance  in a white mist.    She 
had been watching through the side window. 
"I thou Jit we were going skiing." 
She didn't say anything. 
"Was it because you didn't want to stay at a place close to where I 
ive . 
■ies. 
"I'ou're really that afraid of someone knowing''" 
"Ies." 
They would be there in another twenty minutes. Jake began to think 
about the motel and what name he could sign. 
"Besides, we couldn't have gone skiing with it like this," she said. 
"I guess not." 
She lit a cigarette.    The sound of the wet pavement increased when 
she opened the side window.    Jake was trying to  concentrate on driving 
■>nd he wanted to forget about Pat for the time being*    *r- the bad; of his 
mind he could see the room he wanted, something modern,    he thought of 
walking across the soft carpet and her watching from in bed.    It had been 
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like that once with Karen, but then the pl^ce had never been a problem. 
With Keren he could alwys forget ererjrtbing, but new he could not over- 
come the sense of dread he had felt before, but never so strongly. 
There was something about Pat, about himself, he could not bring himself 
to admit, that he did not know yet, that he had to free himself from. 
But it wasn't Pat; all along he had thought the dread wss because of 
her. But it wasn't; it was something he had connected to her, which 
was part of himself. 
They hud pasted through a snail town and were surrounded on both 
sides by marsh lend and in tne distance the sound. 
"Reminds ne of the bayous at hone, except I miss the cypress." 
"Your Dad's place in bayou country?" 
"There's one almost in our back yard." 
"I guess you're a swamp girl then, what is it, a cracker?" 
She smiled, then crossed her legs and looked toward the swamp. 
The swamp was covered in pert by a grey mist, '.he Hind coming through 
the window was cool. She finished her cigarette, leaning toward Jake 
to put it out on the edge of the ashtray. Part of it failed to go cut. 
She pushed the ashtray back into the dash. 
"What if I change my mind?" she asked. 
"Change your mii'd, why?" 
"lio reason." 
S'ae was attempting to be casual,    he laughed. 
"You won't." 
"You're pretty confident,   aren't you?    Are you that great a lover?" 
"That's got nothing to do with it." 
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"Then h> w do you know I won't?" 
"Ask me again tomorrow and I'll tell you." 
"'.■Jhy not now?" 
She closed the window,    he looked at her and she was smiling. 
"i.o." 
She didn't say anything mere.    The;- were crossing the second bridge. 
Jt rose at an incline until it reached the shipping channel which was 
closer to  the inland side.    The rein bad almost stopped.    The water 
was still rough and the wind kept the waves in chaotic movement across 
the sound.    Jake listened t<   the  tires hitting  the expansion joints of 
the bridge and he held the car at a constant speed so that the bunping 
of the tires took on a snocth rhymical pattern. 
IJB ediately after coming off the bridge they were- surrounded by 
motels.    Jake drove for a few miles and storped at one on the beach 
front.    The price was  boo high.    He tried two others on the front,   still 
too high,   so he decided to try across the road.    Pat waited in the car. 
After a few minutes he brought the key and started  to   '.rive to  their 
room. 
,911 "What name did you give?1 
"I gave my name." 
She was silent for a moment. 
"Jake when we get back "   She paused. 
"You want me to say we stayed in different rooms." 
He stopped the car in front of their room. 
"I'll say we did if that's what you want." 
I 
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..e had lain with his arms crossed under his head for some tin*. 
They were growing numb. 
Must get control of it.    Try.  Erect yourself.  Army of arms dying 
behind me. 
..e smiled to himself.    The figure beside him moved closer.    Her 
back touched his side.    She curled herself up like a child. 
Harm.    Wait, my arms.    Shivering warmth and a flood cf semen.    It's 
coming,  rushing downward through the fingers. Flex them.    She's so warm 
end it's  coming back.    Against her like a child.  Once upon a time. 
..e was facing her with his body adjusted to the curve of her back 
and his knees bending to fit the angle of her legs.    He put his hand 
gently between her breasts. 
The fingers feel the fullness spreading.    Stayed on the beach too 
lo ig.    i'm tired.    Sun came out finally.  Beach of broken shells and 
warm sand.     It was cold.    Peel the freckles.  And white sand dunes,  wet 
grey sand. 
:.is hand stopped moving.    She pushed closer. 
Feels good against her,   Its moving.    The tide was rising.  White 
crests breaking.  Warm waves.     Cold then warm underneath. 
The humming of the air conditioner filled the room.    Jake had want- 
ed to sbay on the beach because he liked the sound of the surf. 
Like an idiot runni-g down the beach standing on ay hands,    l.ever 
seen her act like that.     Sue wanted to race me.    And i felt foolish and 
then she started splashing and running thr. ugh t: e waves cold and i 
carried her.    She held on soft against me breathing and 1 was running 
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through the surf stumbling and had  to stop.    It was lil.e she  remembered 
and i had to be careful again.    She  liked it when i carried her but 
couldn't let me for long.    Kad to laugh    said  'I  can walk too.1    Try 
and get her like that.  Relax.  MoTe  slow palm then ."infers so smooth, 
around there,  sensitive,  relax, wake her relax.    Bot too fast. 
He stopped with the palm below tier waist,  still without pressure, 
with his forearm resting or. her thigh. 
Can't let it stop now.    Wonder what she's thinking?    It's now, 
twenty-three -ears and it's now why him.    Why did she choose me i 
wonder.    She moved.    Around first,   then slowly.     So soft there it's 
moving against her.    her legs careful,  around,  closer,  away.    Just 
touched her there.    Afraid of someone knowing...afraid of me knowing... 
getting involved with depending on me.    She didn't want to go  to my 
place because she feels safer here. 
::e could not see anything in the room clearly,  the shape of the 
lamp becide them, just barely the other bed,  and strangely like a pro- 
tecting .angel,  the TV resting on a platform below the bed. 
Let her watch the movie.     There  was no hurry.  Should have.    Daddy 
can't i stay up  tonight.    Saturday night movie.  Paladin, have Gun Mill 
Erarel.    She kept wanting something  to drink "gotta have something to 
drink at the beach."    Finally got her some beer,  i   lon't like beer. 
Damn you almost stopped it again.     Gctta step thinking. 
Bis hand moved to her brests,  remained for a moment,   then downward 
again,  always gently,   carefully reacting to her movements, noring softly 
ever her with his fingers. 
Wit!. Karen.    It took me two months to get from here to here.    Two 
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nights this tine.    Wait...toe fast. Li':e burning her    on the couch. 
Walt then start again. 
The difference between that virgin and this virgin.    Virgin.    She 
moTed,  it feels so good against her.  I leve you.     i like   .er     L still 
love Karen      yes you can watch the movie.     Touched her....again..damp 
so soft and lovely.... 
. e slipped from her for a moment,  his hand lightly touching her 
thigh.    She turned,   his hand letting her move under it without breaking 
away.    Cool air was blowing from behind him,   their bodies were not 
touching,    he waited for a moment.    It was as though a nam w line curv- 
ing the length of her Vody separated then,   an intense heat travelling 
from her body to his  through the touch of his hand.    The air was thick 
with warmth,     he waite.'. until ho could not wait any longer. 
Closer,   close like scaling my tod;- to hers legs first slowly up 
and there i cm now where it's  Coming from the warmth flowing inside but 
wait in the drawer we should but i don't care not now have to start 
again i can stop in tine and shivering warmth from inside her feel my 
way with my hand on my elbow no i can't again and again and there i  am 
inside almost she moved and again be gentle and slowly my arm is ^etting 
':   it's  there so  small it will hurt if I'm gently   but it will but it 
must why  me why did  she choose me p.nd i cs-'t break through and i hare 
to hurry i have to break the pain she moaned and i can't be wentle i 
must and again and again so small i can't hare to atop hurting her have 
to stop i can't anymore. 
For a while lie  could onlj   hi ar the air conditioner,  then he could 
hear the watch on his  arm.    he  concentrated on the amallness of its 
.-.; 
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sound. 
"I'm sorry." k long pause. "Did I hurt you;" 
"Yes, a little." 
"Jc you went to talk?" 
"::es." 
Can't i  can't anymore now. 
"Thank you for being so gentle with me." 
;'I couldn't help it." 
She18  bound to know,     i think she knows. 
"I should have told you before,"    she said. 
"Z knew.    Tut why did you choose me?" 
Maybe she doesn't know yet, blames it on herself. 
"Is it so easy to tell?" 
"r.o." 
i knew somehow,  after her Jog... 
"I've always had trouble showing affection to anyone." 
" es, i know.    Damn,  she mast think it was her fault. 
"Why did you stop?" 
"I had  to..." 
i couldn't keep....i lost control ever. 
"I was hurting you.     The :,cj:t time  will be easier,  you're so small." 
Relax now   the next time easier     she couldn't know why i stoj pad. 
She sat up to get a  cigarette, holding the sheet with her crm.    He 
watched as  she lit the cigarette  and inhaled. 
iOiiost masculine the way her movements r.cver too fast and her face 
perfect, not beautiful,  not the kind girls want,  beautiful when it .shews 
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pain, like when she sailed....when making love. 
"Why do you smoke?" 
Get her to talk. Karen liked to talk,  couldn't atop herself some- 
times.    Make her relax again. 
"Ha"'it.     It's   Loo hard not to."    She  tried to laugh. 
Say we stayed in different rooms.    Afraid of someone knowing, any- 
one. 
"Why?" 
She waited for him to go on.    He was silent.     She inhaled a long 
breath,  slowly,  exhaling as she  spoke. 
"Why I started?" 
She changing again, -iove  tc stop. 
"I guess it was an e;:cuse whenever things get Loo close....it 
slows them down..." She stopped. 
The light in the room had changed. He could see clearly now through 
the greyness of the .Morning. ;.e could see her faee. 
Maybe later, plenty of time later, i can't again now. 
She moved to put cut the cigarette as she spoke. 
"I was afraid of this." 
"What?" 
She knows  i guess    i  just lost ccntrol that's all    nothing to thin!: 
can't now anyway.    Change the mood, get away from her. 
"Iou'11 be all right."    he paused for r.  moment.    "lou want  the 
shower first,   I don't feel like moving yet." 
She set on the bed for a few minutes before getting up.    The rootr. 
was  cool.    B« watched her cross the room then reached behind him to cut 
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off the air conditioner. 
..e  sli    ed back into t..e warmth of the bed.    The greynees of the 
morning made it see::, colder thar  it was.    -e covered himself completely 
with tha sheet.    The dark warmth was pleasant,    he could hear trie wet 
sound of the shower. 
have tc do something    have to get control cf it agrin    'Why did you 
stop'.1    hrd to  watch the :.ovie    goddamn the movie.    Relax.    It'll be 
okay' next  ti-'.ie.    Listen to  the shower    warm shower sound.    Soapy  skin, 
freckles,   soft there smot .ered in milkwhite ;.:uds. 
..e Was in a car,  lying with his head in someone's lap, Karen,    he 
was in a very deep sleep.     The car was parked in the far corner of a 
large parking lot.    The surface of the parking lot was black asphalt. 
A building, not very  tall with Many windows was just visible.    It was the 
new high school. 
She v;-is sta:-ding in tha doorway,  the lavatory sink behind her,   tie 
uetal shower waa "ehind the door,  as it had been at the first place. 
"■"ou can't have her yet it said. 
..e could almost reao. with his nand it was a circle he was reaching 
for and she was willing to lot him but he could not get past. He touch- 
ed it tliat's all he ever could it stopped him. 
He was in a large parking lot.    She was caressing him his head was 
in her lap.    The black surface glistened from the light.    The pavement 
was wet. 
And he was in bed with her and it had to be now he c.uld feel it 
enter and  try to enter and he pushed and pushed it in and She MM  will- 
ing to let him she didn't move away and he was feeling the dark warmth 
,." 
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of her and he didn't have to move even He heard something he stopped 
hi self he had to set away from her out of her and he knew they were 
at that first place again where he remembered first he lived and the 
heater was there warn and it glowed in the darkness beside his bed 
where he reme .i cred it making t.-.o low fire noise it was almost all he 
could stand to pull out again to hold it back. 
When, he asked, he didn't make her have a face but he was sure 
who she was and he knew what he was afraid of who he was too and he 
wanted it to ^jo on but he didn't even let him have a body he was only a 
fear he couldn't stop it next time he wouldn't, he imagined it and 
found himself inside her again and he knew it was close if he could just 
stay a little longer it would happen. 
They were in the car pressing to her the seat he was almost.  Cut- 
side the black pavement glistened. It was wet. The rain fell at a slow 
steady rate. It sounded as though it fell at a great distance, he was 
very oomfi rtable. She was caressing him while he Blept.  She was smil- 
ing. And then he heard....the rain had stopped. 
He awoke sitting up in bed with the sheet held tightly in his fists. 
Ehe shower had stopped. He lay back in bed, stretching his body full 
length, and tried to relax.  She would be back soon. 
Will be good this time.  .ever any trouble with Karen. There'll 
be no trouble this time just relax that's all step thinking so much. 
Take a shower her waiting in bed. 
Be could hear iier moving things in the bathroom and as she came 
from the bathroom into the greyness of .he bedroom, he cculd see that 
she was dressed. She smiled and started to straighten up the room. I 

